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Angry Birds, the upcoming 3D CG-animated film based on
Rovio Entertainment’s bestselling mobile app game, brings
the birds and pigs to life on the big screen. The Angry Birds
come to life to deliver an amazing movie experience to fans
everywhere. Finally find out why the birds are SO ANGRY! 

T he movie takes us to an island populated entirely by happy, flightless
birds – or almost entirely.  In this paradise, Red, a bird with a temper

problem, speedy Chuck and the volatile Bomb, have always been
outsiders. But when the island is visited by mysterious green piggies,
it’s up to these unlikely outcasts to figure out what the pigs are up to. 

In Cinemas
13 May 2016

Red
Angriest of the Angry Birds and

unofficial leader of the flock.
You can tie him to the colour

Red, red products, spicy
 products, cinnamon,

“red-hot deals or savings,”
and use his sardonic

wit for humour.

Chuck
Chuck does
everything with
the same speed he 
moves – FAST.  Perfect
for tying into quick, speed,
fast-acting services, products
and opportunities. And yellow
products such as bananas.

Bomb
When he gets angry, he

 literally explodes. Perfect
for tying into “explosive

savings,” “so excited I
could explode,” or use

him as an example
“keep your cool and
don’t let this happen

to you.”

Matilda
Matilda is a “recovered” Angry Bird who has
learned to channel her anger into new ways.
She also shoots eggs. Perfect for tying to eggs
and breakfast, or
peaceful products.

Mighty Eagle
The Eagle represents
power and freedom,
and in our world – FLIGHT. 
Mighty Eagle can be used
with insurance for protection
or airlines for flight,
or companies that have
an eagle for a logo.

Pigs
What they lack in intelligence
they make up for in ingenuity. 
Perfect for being product testers
or home improvement, or just
being clumsy, silly and
mischievous.


